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The track-to-track association problem is to determine the pair-

ing of sensor-level tracks that correspond to the same true target

from which the sensor-level tracks originated. This problem is cru-

cial for multisensor data fusion and is complicated by the presence

of individual sensor biases, random errors, false tracks, and missed

tracks. A popular approach to performing track-to-track associa-

tion between two sensor systems is to jointly optimize the a poste-

riori relative bias estimate between the sensors and the likelihood

of track-to-track association. Algorithms that solve this problem

typically generate the K best bias-association hypotheses and corre-

sponding bias-association likelihoods. In this paper, we extend the

above approach in two ways. First, we derive a closed-form expres-

sion for computing “pure” track-to-track association likelihoods,

as opposed to bias-association likelihoods which are weighted by

a unique relative bias estimate. Second, we present an alternative

formulation of the track-to-track association problem in which we

optimize solely with respect to marginal association likelihoods. Fi-

nally, we provide two algorithms that find theK provably best track-

to-track associations with respect to our new likelihood function.

These results facilitate what is commonly known as system-level

track ambiguity management.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A fundamental problem in multisensor data fusion

is associating data from different sensor systems in the

presence of sensor bias, random errors, false alarms,

and missed detections. Level 1 of the JDL Fusion [10]

model encompasses many different processes while at-

tempting the overall goal of Object Refinement. Raw

data are input into the system and the first problem that

is considered is determining what that data refer to and

which elements of data associate to one another. In our

case, associating data is crucial to providing a coher-

ent, integrated picture to the user, as well as pertinent

track and attribute information about various targets of

interest.

A typical multiple target tracking (MTT) system is

composed of a suite of heterogeneous sensor systems

and one or more fusion nodes which receive and process

the raw data provided to the system. Each sensor pro-

cesses its own data to generate and maintain sensor-level

(also known as locally-fused) tracks, while each fusion

node fuses the sensor-level tracks into a set of system-

level tracks. This architecture is hierarchical in nature

and has become a widely accepted system design choice

in many circles because of the lack of single points of

failure and information processing bottlenecks [21].

It is within the context of this hierarchical MTT

system that the track-to-track association problem be-

comes so crucial. Before continuing forward with the

fusion process, a fusion node must first have high con-

fidence that the track data (from different sensors) to

be combined correspond to the same target. A host of

factors can complicate this association. First, participat-

ing sensors operating under different phenomenology

may track different subsets of the truth. Second, closely-

spaced objects may be difficult to resolve due to individ-

ual sensor sensitivity. A third issue concerns error due to

sensor biases, which result from misalignment of mea-

surement axes and sensor location error often arise and

are difficult to estimate. Proper estimation and removal

of this error is important to making correct assignments

[3, 19, 20].

As discussed in [3], [11], and [19], there are several

potential sources of error that bias removal algorithms

attempt to rectify. Moore and Blair [19] group these

sources into three broad categories: sensor errors, sen-

sor/platform position and heading errors, and transfor-

mation errors from one sensor to another. Sensor regis-

tration attempts to estimate errors associated with biases

that are constant or changing very slowly with time so

that they can be removed before filtering takes place.

Sensor biases, which may arise in both range and angle

dimensions, often account for the majority of the total

error. Moreover, they are typically the most difficult to

estimate and eliminate. While range error can consist

of offset and scaling errors, the offset error is typically

the culprit of the error that sensor registration seeks to

remove. In this paper, we only consider the presence of
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Fig. 1. The track-to-track association problem using positional densities only.

a random relative bias between sensors, without the aid

of so-called targets of opportunity [15] or absolute bias

estimates [12].

The track-to-track association problem is to deter-

mine the pairing of sensor-level tracks that correspond

to the same true targets from which sensor-level tracks

originated. The focus of this paper concerns track-to-

track association between two sensor systems in the

larger context of system-level tracking and discrimina-

tion. Fig. 1 depicts a simple example of the track-to-

track association problem in which it is imperative to

account for the presence of sensor bias. Sensor A sees

four tracks, whereas sensor B sees seven, including the

four seen by sensor A. The positional error volume of

each sensor’s tracks can be viewed as an ellipsoid in

3D. Despite the fact that several ellipsoids overlap, the

true relative bias is such that no two corresponding track

volumes overlap in the graphic.

Our point of departure is a track-to-track associa-

tion problem posed by Levedahl [17], which he termed

the Global Nearest Pattern Matching (GNPM) problem.

The primary purpose of the GNPM problem was for a

one-time sensor-to-sensor handover in which one sen-

sor system transmits a frame of data to another sensor

upon which a correlation algorithm is employed to cor-

relate the information with its local track database. The

novelty of Levedahl’s approach, as well as Kenefic’s

[14] before him, was the explicit incorporation of a rel-

ative bias term into the likelihood function used to per-

form track-to-track association. For years, researchers

and practitioners had acknowledged the existence of

systematic sensor biases, but the vast majority of algo-

rithms developed to resolve the problem were sequential

in nature. That is, correlation algorithms would first at-

tempt to estimate and remove the relative sensor bias,

and then perform track-to-track association by solving

a standard two-dimensional linear assignment problem

(e.g., [27]). The fundamental drawback of this sequen-

tial approach lies in the infamous “chicken or the egg

dilemma”: The determination of the relative bias is in-

extricably linked with the correct track-to-track asso-

ciation and vice versa. Kenefic and Levedahl formally

coupled the two problems and the resulting formulation

has seen increasing use within the MTT community. A

precise description of the GNPM problem is given in

Section 2.

Algorithms that solve the GNPM problem typi-

cally generate the K best bias-association hypotheses

and rank them according to their corresponding bias-

association likelihood. One of the questions that we

hope to address is: Is this information adequate for help-

ing a system operator overseeing not just a suite of sen-

sors, but weapon systems and other technology as well,

make a more informed decision concerning whether or

not to fuse the track data? In the air and missile defense

domain, system-level tracking carries inherent uncer-

tainties as heterogeneous sensors with different viewing

geometries that observe closely-spaced objects disperse

in a random manner. This inherent uncertainty in track

formation and association has led to an area known as

track ambiguity management.

Since identifying a single bias-association hypoth-

esis whose likelihood “stands out” from the other hy-

potheses is an elusive task given this uncertainty, a sec-

ondary (and arguably less optimistic/more pragmatic)

objective is to enumerate a subset of K bias-association

hypotheses so that individual track pairings can be eval-

uated. Specifically, if there are a number of highly

likely hypotheses whose likelihoods differ by negligi-

ble amounts, it is beneficial from a system-level per-
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spective to know if there is a subset of track pairings

that are common among all or most of the K best hy-

potheses. For example, in missile defense, one is often

most interested in correctly associating a subset of the

tracks, namely those that may represent objects of con-

cern. Going a step further, it may be beneficial at the

system-level for a correlation algorithm to quantify the

likelihood that sensor A track i should be paired with

sensor B track j. Unfortunately, one cannot produce

these likelihoods using the bias-association likelihoods

produced by an algorithm for the GNPM problem as

will be discussed in Section 3.

In this paper, we argue that the information returned

after solving the GNPM problem for track-to-track asso-

ciation may be insufficient in assisting a system operator

make an informed decision concerning whether or not

two tracks should be fused, especially in the case when

a one-time sensor-to-sensor handover is necessary. In-

stead, we suggest that a closely-related, but different,

likelihood function, which we call a marginal track-to-

track association likelihood function, can be used either

in lieu of the GNPM likelihood function or for the com-

putation of individual track pairing likelihoods to im-

prove system-level ambiguity management.

Our main contributions to the fusion community are

the following: (1) We derive a closed-form solution

for our proposed likelihood function and provide a

procedure for computing likelihoods for individual track

pairs. (2) We illustrate the usefulness of these track pair

likelihoods with a detailed example based on four track

scenes of increasing ambiguity. (3) We propose two

exact algorithms for identifying the K provably best

solutions to our new association problem, one of which

may be suitable within an operational system.

The outline of this paper is as follows: In Section 2,

a common set of assumptions is given and the GNPM

problem is presented. In Section 3, we formally derive a

closed-form expression for our marginal track-to-track

association likelihood and contrast it with the GNPM

likelihood function. A detailed example then follows of

the practicality of the marginal track-to-track associa-

tion likelihood function for system-level track ambigu-

ity management. In Section 5, motivated by the find-

ings presented in the example of Section 4, we propose

an alternative formulation for performing track-to-track

association using our marginal track-to-track associa-

tion likelihood function in lieu of the GNPM likelihood

function and two exact algorithms for solving this prob-

lem in Section 6. Computational results are presented in

Section 7 followed by conclusions in Section 8.

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

Consider two independent sensor systems–sensor A

and sensor B–tracking an unknown number of targets

in space. Let NA = f1, : : : ,nAg and NB = f1, : : : ,nBg de-
note the set of tracks formed by sensors A and B, respec-

tively. Without loss of generality, we assume through-

out that nA · nB . Due to a host of factors, including
geometry and sensor resolution, the number of tracks

formed by sensors A and B will often differ from the

true number of targets and from one another. Let xAi and
Pi, for i 2NA, denote the state estimate and error co-
variance matrix, respectively, of the ith sensor A track.

Similarly, let xBj and Qj , for j 2NB , denote the state
estimate and covariance matrix, respectively, of the jth

sensor B track. We assume that estimation errors for

each sensor reporting on a common target are uncorre-

lated. This is only an approximation since, in general,

track errors from different sensors are correlated. We

assume all state estimates and covariance matrices have

been extrapolated to a common time point and have

been converted to a common D-dimensional reference

frame.1

A key assumption in this track-to-track association

framework is that each track state is corrupted by a con-

stant, but unknown, sensor bias2 [5, 17, 21, 25]. Ideally,

these individual sensor biases would be estimated and

removed prior to performing track-to-track association,

but this is not always possible [3, 19]. Consequently, a

distinguishing facet of this approach is our attempt to es-

timate the inter-sensor bias, or the relative bias, between

the two sensors via maximum a posteriori (MAP) esti-

mation. That is, this is a Bayesian estimation framework.

The relative bias b is modeled as a Gaussian random
vector having mean 0 and covariance R in a Cartesian
coordinate frame. It is assumed that sensor bias only

degrades a sensor’s capability of measuring target state,

and not its ability to detect a target.
We denote a track-to-track association by the vector

j. Consequently, the association of the ith track in NA
with the jth track in NB is denoted by (i,ji). It is

convenient to think of the pair (i,j) as an undirected
arc in a bipartite graph and the vector j as a compact
notation for writing f(1,j1), (2,j2), : : : , (nA,jnA)g. It is
possible that the ith track in NA is not assigned to
any track in NB , in which case we still write (i,ji),

but ji = 0. We refer to such an assignment as a null
assignment, or by saying that track i was assigned to
the dummy track. We sometimes refer to partial and
complete assignments. A partial assignment is one in

which a strict subset of the sensor A tracks are assigned,
while in a complete assignment, all sensor A tracks are
assigned. A partial assignment can be made complete
by assigning the currently unassigned sensor A tracks

to the dummy track. It is implicitly assumed that at

1All vectors are column vectors. All vectors and matrices are written

in bold font. All covariance matrices are assumed positive definite.
2It is worth noting that the assumption that average biases in syn-

chronized data, transformed to a common reference frame, are equal

is seldom true, even for identical sensors, unless they are collocated.

This is the case for radars because during the process of spatial trans-

formation to a common coordinate frame, the two biases get magnified

nonlinearly and differently, as the latitudes, longitudes, and the ECR

coordinates of the two sensors are different. Hence, this assumption

is an approximation.
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most one sensor A track can be assigned to a sensor

B track and vice versa. We refer to the pair (b,j) as a
bias-association hypothesis, a hypothesis, or a solution

to the GNPM problem.

A popular objective for track-to-track association is

to simultaneously find the most likely track-to-track as-

sociation and relative bias estimate. To do so, a likeli-

hood function is needed to compare different solutions.

Here, we follow the derivation of the likelihood func-

tion given in [17]. A general derivation of the a pos-

teriori joint-probability-mass-density mixture function

for more than two sensors is given in [16] before being

specialized to the case of two sensors. The likelihood

function for the GNPM problem is based upon the mar-

riage of an a posteriori bias estimation problem and the

standard two sensor track-to-track association problem.

The first term
e¡b

TR¡1b=2

(2¼)D=2
pjRj

(where jRj denotes the determinant of R) is nothing
more than a prior probability density on the relative

bias, which we assume is available. We refer the reader

to [5] for further discussion on the construction of

priors in this framework. The second term consists

of the product of the incremental likelihoods of track

assignment. Specifically, given a bias estimate b, the
likelihood of assigning track i 2NA and track j 2NB is

¯TPAB
e¡d

2
ij
(b)=2

(2¼)D=2
q
jSij j

where

² ¯T is the target density, i.e., the number of targets per
unit volume in D-dimensional space;

² PAB is the probability that a target is tracked by sensor
A and sensor B;

² Sij = Pi+Qj ;
² d2ij(b) = (xAi ¡ xBj ¡b)TS¡1ij (xAi ¡ xBj ¡b) is the squared
Mahalanobis distance between tracks i and j, param-

eterized by a bias estimate b.

It is also possible for track i 2NA to be unassigned,
in which case the incremental likelihood is the null

assignment likelihood ¯NTA¯NTB , where

² ¯NTA = ¯TP̄AB +¯FA represents a target density of no
target existing for sensor A, and P̄

AB
is the probability

of tracking an object with sensor B but not with

sensor A;

² ¯NTB = ¯TPAB̄ +¯FB represents a target density of no
target existing for sensor B, and P

AB̄
is the probability

of tracking an object with sensor A but not with

sensor B;

² the densities ¯FA and ¯FB represent the false track
densities for sensor A and B, respectively. False tracks

are not uncommon when tracking extended objects,

i.e., objects for which a sensor may receive multiple

detections on a given data frame.

Multiplying these likelihoods together, we arrive at

the GNPM likelihood function:

L(b,j) =
e¡b

TR¡1b=2

(2¼)D=2
pjRj

£
nAY
i=1

8>><>>:
¯TPAB

e
¡d2

iji
(b)=2

(2¼)D=2
q
jSiji j

if ji > 0

¯NTA¯NTB if ji = 0

9>>=>>; :
(1)

It should be noted that we, like many others, abuse ter-

minology by referring to L(b,j) as a likelihood function,

when, in fact, it is a posterior joint-probability-mass-

density mixture function as in Corollary 1 in [16], al-

though our L(b,j) differs by a factor from that given

in Corollary 1 in [16]. Note that we have assumed that

assignment likelihoods for track pairs are independent.

From a computational perspective, it is more convenient

to work with the negative log likelihood. After some

algebra and the removal of unnecessary constants, we

obtain a modified version of the negative log likelihood

function

¡ logL(b, j) = bTR¡1b+
nAX
i=1

ciji (b) (2)

where

cij(b) =

(
d2ij(b) + log jSij j if j 2NB
g if j = 0

and

g =¡2log
μ
¯NTA¯NTB(2¼)

D=2

¯TPAB

¶
(3)

is the so-called (log likelihood) gate value, which can

be interpreted as a cost incurred for assigning the ith

sensor A track to the dummy track j = 0. Extensions

for feature-aided association have been made (see, e.g.,

[2, 7, 27]), but this topic lies beyond the scope of this

work.

Having characterized the fundamentals of how a

bias-association hypothesis is “scored” via the GNPM

likelihood function, we now explicitly formulate the

GNPM problem as a mathematical program, specifically

as a mixed-integer nonlinear program (MINLP) [5, 25].

This formulation will be necessary in Section 5 as we

contrast it with an alternative formulation. The standard

assumption in track-to-track association, which we fol-

low, is that each sensor A track can be assigned to at

most one sensor B track and vice versa. After introduc-

ing binary decision variables yij , for i= 1, : : : ,nA and

for j = 0, : : : ,nB , such that yij takes value one if sensor

A track i is assigned to sensor B track j (or possibly the

dummy track j = 0), and is zero otherwise, we can now

cast the GNPM problem as the following constrained
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Fig. 2. Undirected bipartite graph.

minimization problem:

min bTR¡1b+
nAX
i=1

nBX
j=0

cij(b)yij

s.t. y 2 Y , b 2 RD (4)

where Y = fy 2 f0,1gnA£(nB+1) :PnB
j=0 yij = 1, for i 2NA,PnA

i=1 yij · 1, for j 2NBg is the set of all feasible track-
to-track associations and y is a vectorized form of the

yij variables. The above notation is standard in mathe-

matical programming.

Basic characteristics and important observations of

the GNPM problem are provided in [25]. Although

Danford et al. [5] offer a similar formulation which

they classify as a modified general network flow prob-

lem, we prefer to think of the GNPM problem as a

two-dimensional nonlinear assignment problem, which

is an extension of the traditional two-dimensional linear

assignment problem used to perform track-to-track as-

sociation. For those unfamiliar with mathematical pro-

gramming, it may be convenient to interpret the GNPM

problem (4) as a matching problem on a bipartite graph,

depicted in Fig. 2, in which the objective is to minimize

the sum of total arc costs subject to the constraint that

each sensor A track can be assigned to at most one sen-

sor B track and vice versa, where the arc costs are a

function of the relative bias vector b, and, hence, are
nonlinear in the decision variables. Note that in Fig. 2

each non-dummy node on the left is connected to each

non-dummy node on the right with a cost of cij(b). Each
dummy node is also connected to every node on the

opposite side with a cost of g.

3. DERIVATION OF A MARGINAL TRACK-TO-TRACK
ASSOCIATION LIKELIHOOD

In certain circumstances, we may wish to rank as-

sociation hypotheses with respect to a “pure” track-

to-track association likelihood, which we refer to as a

marginal track-to-track association likelihood or MTTA
likelihood for short. In particular, we continue to as-
sume that the relative bias is a Gaussian random vector,
but rather than optimize the joint bias-association likeli-
hood, we optimize only the marginal likelihood of track-
to-track association. In addition to reporting MTTA like-
lihoods to a system-user, another purpose of isolating
the likelihood solely in terms of a track-to-track asso-
ciation is to facilitate the computation of pairwise as-
sociation likelihoods for track ambiguity management,
as will be explained below. After the initial release of
this paper, we learned that Ferry [9] also advocates us-
ing MTTA likelihoods, which he calls exact association
probabilities, and provides a comprehensive derivation
of what follows for the more general setting involving
more than two sensors and feature data.
To obtain our desired MTTA likelihood function,

we remove the likelihood term for the relative bias
in Equation (1) by integrating over all possible bias
estimates. This yields L(j) =

Z
b2RD

nAY
i=1

8>><>>:
¯TPAB

e
¡d2

iji
(b)=2

(2¼)D=2
q
jSiji j

if ji > 0

¯NTA¯NTB if ji = 0

9>>=>>;
£ e¡b

TR¡1b=2

(2¼)D=2
pjRjdb: (5)

We would like to show that for a given complete assign-
ment j, Equation (5) has a convenient closed-form so-
lution. For simplicity, assume that ¯TPAB = 1, that ji > 0
for all i, and let xiji = x

A
i ¡ xBji and Siji = Pi+Qji , for

i 2NA. Then, Equation (5) becomes L(j) =Z
b2RD

nAY
i=1

e
¡(1=2)(xiji¡b)TS¡1iji (xiji¡b)

(2¼)D=2
q
jSiji j

e¡b
TR¡1b=2

(2¼)D=2
pjRjdb:

(6)

Defining x0j0 = 0 and S0j0 =R, Equation (6) becomes

L(j) =

Z
b2RD

nAY
i=0

e
¡(1=2)(b¡xiji )TS¡1iji (b¡xiji )

(2¼)D=2
q
jSiji j

db: (7)

Notice that if we let Xi denote a multivariate Gaussian
random variable with dimension D, mean xiji , and co-
variance Siji , for i= 0, : : : ,nA, then Equation (7) is noth-
ing more than the integral of the product of nA+1 in-
dependent Gaussian random variables

L(j) =

Z
b2RD

nAY
i=0

fXi(b)db:

It can be shown that

L(j) =

p
(2¼)DjVjqQn
i=0(2¼)

DjSiji j
e¡(1=2)³

where V= (
PnA
i=0S

¡1
iji
)¡1, ³ = (

PnA
i=0 x

T
iji
S¡1iji xiji)¡uTVu,

and u=
PnA

i=0S
¡1
iji
xiji (see [23] or [9]).
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Returning to the more general case in Equation (5),

let I denote the set of sensor A tracks assigned to

a sensor B track, i.e., I = fi 2NA : ji > 0g, and let I0
denote the set of unassigned sensor A tracks, i.e., I0 =

fi 2NA : ji = 0g. Let I+ = I [f0g. Then,

L(j) = (¯NTA¯NTB)
jI0j(¯TPAB)

jIj

£
p
(2¼)DjVjqQ

i2I+(2¼)DjSiji j
e¡(1=2)³ (8)

whereV= (
P
i2I+ S

¡1
iji
)¡1, ³ = (

P
i2I+ x

T
iji
S¡1iji xiji)¡uTVu,

and u=
P
i2I+ S

¡1
iji
xiji . Note that in the remainder of the

paper, when we refer to theMTTA likelihood function we

typically have Equation (8) in mind since it is in closed-

form, but one can also think of Equation (5) since this

is the typical form of a marginal density function.

3.1. Implications for Track Ambiguity Management

Track-to-track association is one of many compo-

nents in a multi-sensor MTT system. The decision logic

used to create a single integrated air picture from multi-

sensor data can vary widely from system to system, bat-

tle manager to battle manager. For this reason, modern

association algorithms are being asked to return quan-

tities besides the single most likely association to fa-

cilitate track ambiguity management, i.e., to assist the

highest-level decision maker in managing track ambi-

guities. In this paper, we contend that the following

information should often be included in the output re-

turned by such an algorithm: (1) The K best GNPM

bias-association solutions, (2) the K best MTTA solu-

tions, and (3) a table of individual track pairing likeli-

hoods or probabilities.

Having derived a closed-form expression for a mar-

ginal association likelihood over all possible relative

bias values, we are now in a position to describe how

one can generate a confusion matrix of individual track

pairing likelihoods. As argued in the introduction, pos-

sessing individual track pairing likelihoods can be ben-

eficial at the system-level where inherent uncertainties

make it difficult to rank one association of track sets

over another. Fundamentally, individual track pairing

likelihoods provide a system-level tracking and discrim-

ination architecture a quantifiable level of confidence

that certain objects of interest should be paired together.

Let j1, : : : ,jr denote all r possible track-to-track as-

sociation vectors and L(j1), : : : ,L(jr) the corresponding

likelihoods as computed in Equation (8). Let Tk denote

the set of track pairings in the kth best association hy-

pothesis, for k = 1, : : : ,r. For all (i,j) pairs of tracks

with i= 0,1, : : : ,nA and j = 0,1, : : : ,nB , we can compute

a pairwise likelihood

Lij =
1

LN

rX
k=1:
(i,j)2Tk

L(jk)

where LN =
Pr
k=1L(j

k) is a normalizing constant. To-

gether these pairwise likelihoods form what is often

called a confusion matrix.

An obvious intractability in the above calculation is

that the correct pairwise likelihood Lij and the correct

normalizing likelihood require the explicit enumeration

of all r possible track-to-track association hypotheses,

which grows factorially in the number of tracks nA
and nB as noted in [17] and [25]. Since exhaustive

enumeration is all but impossible except when nA and nB
are sufficiently small, a heuristic approach is to compute

approximate pairwise likelihoods

L̂ij =
1

L̂N

r̂X
k=1:
(i,j)2Tk

L(jk) (9)

where r̂ (< r) is the number of association hypothe-

ses that are returned by an algorithm for solving the

track-to-track association problem in a limited amount

of time and L̂N =
Pr̂
k=1L(j

k) is an approximate normal-

izing constant.

Three remarks are in order. First, track-to-track like-

lihoods Lij could also be computed using techniques

employed in the joint probabilistic data association

(JPDA) method for calculating track-to-measurement

probabilities (see, e.g., [28]). The computational com-

plexity of these methods is exponential rather than fac-

torial. We have suggested the heuristic above since it

does not require any additional computation once the

K best MTTA solutions have been found, which are

useful to the battle manager in their own right. Second,

those familiar with multiple hypothesis tracking (MHT)

might recognize that a similar heuristic approach for

computing approximate track hypothesis likelihoods is

commonly used in MHT since one cannot enumerate all

possible detection-to-track associations (see, e.g., Chp.

16 of [3]). Third, note that it would be incorrect to use

the bias-association likelihoods L(b,j) in computing the

pairwise likelihoods Lij since each L(b,j) is weighted by

a unique relative bias probability. Since the relative bias

estimate differs from association to association, it does

not make sense to compute pairwise likelihoods in this

manner. Moreover, empirically we and others (see, e.g.,

Ferry [8]) have found that even approximating pairwise

likelihoods in this manner can lead to unsatisfactory re-

sults.

3.2. Comparison of the MTTA and GNPM Likelihood
Functions

The purpose of this subsection is to answer the

following question: When might one prefer the MTTA

likelihood function over the GNPM likelihood function?

Below we provide three possible answers.

The first reason why one might favor the MTTA

likelihood function over the GNPM likelihood function

is a matter of interpretation. Recall that the fundamen-

tal objective of track-to-track association is to deter-
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mine which sensor-level tracks correspond to the same

true target from which the sensor-level tracks originated.

Those who interpret this question to mean “What track-

to-track association has the highest likelihood when

weighted by the best relative bias estimate for that asso-

ciation?” are implicitly favoring the GNPM likelihood

function in which the contribution of the best relative

bias estimate for each association is used to compute

the likelihood. Equivalently, one is implicitly placing a

nontrivial emphasis on the relative bias estimation prob-

lem as they are on the association problem. On the other

hand, those who interpret the fundamental question as

“What track-to-track association has the highest likeli-

hood over all possible relative bias values?” are implic-

itly placing a primary focus on the association problem

and a secondary (minimal) focus on the relative bias

estimation problem.

The second reason, which is closely related to the

first, is to eschew overconfidence in any one particular

association hypothesis. In certain instances, the differ-

ence between the GNPM likelihood of the best and next

best bias-association hypotheses is large, even though

the relative bias estimate for the best hypothesis is ex-

tremely unlikely. In some cases, this large difference

can be misleading when deciding which tracks to fuse.

This phenomenon can occur when the track-to-track as-

sociation likelihood component of the joint likelihood

function is large enough to offset the small likelihood

of the corresponding relative bias estimate, for example,

when many tracks with small track errors align nearly

perfectly after an extremely unlikely relative bias is cho-

sen. On the other hand, when all relative bias estimates

are considered, the difference between the best and next

best hypothesis is often less pronounced, and the or-

dering of the best hypotheses is often different, as will

be shown in Section 4. In this case, a decision logic

which uses association probabilities will perceive the

bias-association ordering as being overly confident in

the best bias-association hypothesis. See Ferry [8, 9]

for related concerns.

The third reason why the MTTA likelihood function

may be preferable is to facilitate the computation of

individual track pairing likelihoods. Specifically, after

computing the K best MTTA hypotheses, the calcula-

tion of approximate track pairing likelihoods requires

virtually no additional computational effort. Since the

goal of computing pairwise track-to-track association

likelihoods implicitly emphasizes the association as-

pect, it seems natural to use the MTTA likelihood func-

tion. At the same time, it does not make mathemat-

ical/probabilistic sense to use bias-association likeli-

hoods since each likelihood is weighted by a unique bias

estimate that is different from hypothesis to hypothesis.

In summary, we are not suggesting that the marginal

track-to-track association likelihood function presented

in this paper is universally “better” than the GNPM like-

lihood function. However, we do advocate that it should

be used to compute pairwise track-to-track association

likelihoods and that it is a viable option when perform-

ing track-to-track association. Indeed, it may be more

appropriate in certain circumstances in which one is em-

phasizing the association aspect of the fusion problem.

4. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

The goal of this section is to present four track

scenes illustrating (1) the differences between the

GNPM and the MTTA likelihood functions, and (2) the

benefits of the MTTA likelihood function in generating

pairwise track-to-track association likelihoods for aid-

ing system-level track ambiguity management. Specif-

ically, we draw attention to the way in which pairwise

association likelihoods can assist a system-user make

an informed decision concerning whether or not to fuse

two tracks.

Fig. 3 depicts four track-to-track association prob-

lem instances (track scenes) of increasing difficulty.

Only three-dimensional positions are estimated and po-

sitional error baskets are shown. Our goal is to asso-

ciate the four sensor A tracks (in blue) with the sensor

B tracks (in red). Assume that the cost of a null as-

signment is relatively large, but not astronomical, so as

to encourage actual track-to-track assignments. Scene

1 (upper left) is very easy as there are four sensor A

tracks and four sensor B tracks. The correct associa-

tion is identifiable by the eye. Scene 2 (upper right)

has a nontrivial relative bias present; however, it is still

easy to identify which tracks should be paired together.

Scene 3 (lower left) has three tracks which can easily

be associated, but there are two sensor B tracks in the

upper right corner of this scene that could be paired

with the fourth sensor A track in the same region of the

figure. It is quite realistic that such a track scene can

arise within certain domains of interest. For example,

in ballistic missile tracking, a split track could occur in

which sensor A collects detections during a given phase

of the trajectory of a missile and forms four tracks. At

some later point in time, sensor B begins observing the

missile and forms five tracks because one of the objects

splits into two after leaving sensor A’s field of view.

Scene 4 (lower right) is ambiguous. In one case, the

four blue tracks could be paired with their neighboring

red tracks (the ones touching the outer edge of the ellip-

soids). In another case, the blue tracks 2, 3, and 4 could

be paired with the red tracks 5, 6, and 7, respectively,

towards the back right of the cube. We will see later that

the former association is preferred.

Associated with each track scene are two tables. The

first table lists the hypothesis number, the association

vector j, the negative log GNPM likelihood ¡ logL(b, j)
as computed in Equation (2), and the negative log

MTTA likelihood ¡ logL(j), as would be computed by
taking the negative log of Equation (5), corresponding

to the top twenty hypotheses that would be returned by

an algorithm for the GNPM problem. Note that these

hypotheses are ordered in nondecreasing order accord-
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Fig. 3. Track scenes.

ing to ¡ logL(b, j). As there are four track scenes, this
information is presented in Tables I, III, V, and VII.

The association vector is read as follows: Since there

are four sensor A tracks in each scene, the assignment

(j1,j2,j3,j4) means that sensor A track i is associated

with sensor B track ji, for i= 1, : : : ,4. If ji is 0, then

sensor A track i is unassigned (assigned to the dummy

track). For example, the thirteenth best hypothesis (hy-

pothesis 13) for track scene 1 has the assignment vector

(0,2,1,4), which means that sensor A track 1 is unas-

signed, while sensor A tracks 2, 3, and 4 are assigned

to sensor B tracks 2, 1, and 4, respectively.

The second table associated with each track scene

provides pairwise track-to-track association likelihoods

as computed in Equation (9). Specifically, in Tables II,

IV, VI, and VIII, one can look up in row i column j

the likelihood that sensor A track i should be associated

with sensor B track j. Similarly, the likelihood that sen-

sor A track i should be unassociated (associated with a

dummy track) is listed in row i and the column labeled

0. Note that in each row and column with a non-zero in-

dex the individual likelihoods sum to one. Although the

pairwise likelihoods presented in these particular tables

were computed using only the top twenty hypotheses,

the pairwise likelihoods computed using all hypotheses

gave the same result to six decimal places. As a matter

of convenience, in the descriptions given for Tables I,

III, V, and VII, the term “likelihood” should be inter-

preted to mean the negative log likelihood.

Track Scene 1: Very Easy

Table I provides the results for the K best (K = 20)

hypotheses ordered with respect to the GNPM likeli-

hood ¡ logL(b, j). Notice that the first hypothesis has
a significantly smaller negative log likelihood (hence,

larger likelihood) than the next. This makes intuitive

sense given that this particular scenario is very easy due

to a small relative bias and a similar spatial configura-

tion of the tracks from each sensor. Also, note that the

ordering of the hypotheses would be slightly different

if the MTTA likelihood ¡ logL(j) were considered in
lieu of the GNPM likelihood. This occurs throughout

each of the four cases that we present and motivates the

remaining sections of the paper.

Using the MTTA likelihoods L(j), Table II was cre-

ated to help the system-user understand the pairwise as-

sociations between tracks. As described in Section 3.1,

one simply adds each L(j) in the K-best hypotheses table

for which the desired pairwise association exists and di-

vide that value by the sum of all L(j) values in the same

table. In this example, the entries along the diagonal

of Table II each achieve a high value of approximately

0.95 since the top hypothesis f(1,1),(2,2),(3,3),(4,4)g
is so much more likely than any other.

In considering a real-life fusion system, the end-user

would find both of these tables useful in terms of as-

sessing the current situation. The first table provides

a list of complete track associations along with their

relative likelihood values. This enables the user to con-

sider all sensor tracks together. In addition, the user can

utilize the second table to obtain information regarding

individual track-to-track pairings. This can prove highly

useful in a situation wherein the top two hypotheses are

very close in terms of likelihood. In this case, it is cer-

tainly possible that the individual track-to-track associ-
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TABLE I

Scene 1–Top 20 Bias-Association Hypotheses

Hyp Assignment ¡ logL(b, j) ¡ logL(j)
1 1 2 3 4 15.6093 42.5388

2 1 0 3 4 25.0251 45.9716

3 1 2 3 0 25.0251 45.9717

4 0 2 3 4 25.0254 45.9717

5 1 2 0 4 25.0267 45.9722

6 2 1 3 4 28.1048 48.7875

7 1 2 4 3 28.1098 48.7890

8 1 4 3 2 28.1177 48.7936

9 3 2 1 4 28.1486 48.8081

10 1 0 3 2 29.3494 48.1344

11 2 0 3 4 29.3654 48.1421

12 1 2 4 0 29.3679 48.1430

13 0 2 1 4 29.3946 48.1560

14 0 1 3 4 29.8910 48.4052

15 3 2 0 4 29.8935 48.4055

16 1 2 0 3 29.8949 48.4064

17 1 4 3 0 29.9172 48.4179

18 1 0 2 4 33.6744 50.2973

19 1 0 4 2 33.6920 50.3055

20 2 0 1 4 33.7341 50.3264

TABLE II

Scene 1–Pairwise TTA Likelihood Table

Sensor B

Sensor A 1 2 3 4 0

1 0.9575 0.0052 0.0041 0.0000 0.0333

2 0.0041 0.9567 0.0000 0.0041 0.0352

3 0.0051 0.0004 0.9568 0.0052 0.0326

4 0.0000 0.0052 0.0041 0.9574 0.0333

0 0.0333 0.0326 0.0351 0.0334 0.0000

ation pairing table can shed some additional light onto

the situation allowing the user to properly associate all

tracks as needed.

Track Scene 2: Biased But Easy

Tables III and IV are configured in the same manner

as Tables I and II. This will continue to be true for

Scenes 3 and 4 in the following.

This scene has more bias than the previous and

therefore the GNPM and MTTA likelihood values are

slightly closer to one another with respect to the top

two hypotheses. This logically provides values along

the diagonal of Table IV that remain rather high, but are

slightly lower than in the previous scene. This reduction

in track pairing likelihoods along the main diagonal

should be intuitively clear as the increased relative bias

in the optimal hypotheses causes the contribution of the

relative bias term in the likelihood functions to decrease

(hence, the negative log likelihoods will increase). It

is also worth noting that, just as in Track Scene 1,

hypotheses 2 through 5 resemble the best hypothesis,

hypothesis 1, except that only three of the four sensor

A tracks are assigned, while the other is unassigned.

If the gate value g were increased, these hypotheses,

TABLE III

Scene 2–Top 20 Bias-Association Hypotheses

Hyp Assignment ¡ logL(b, j) ¡ logL(j)
1 1 2 3 4 19.2874 44.2384

2 1 0 3 4 28.2314 47.4431

3 1 2 0 4 28.2361 47.4453

4 1 2 3 0 28.2388 47.4470

5 0 2 3 4 28.2438 47.4491

6 1 4 3 2 29.2532 49.2220

7 3 2 1 4 29.3967 49.2927

8 2 1 3 4 30.3936 49.7926

9 1 2 4 3 30.3991 49.7941

10 1 0 3 2 30.6948 48.6756

11 0 2 1 4 30.8173 48.7358

12 0 1 3 4 31.5877 49.1219

13 1 2 0 3 31.6002 49.1274

14 1 2 4 0 33.1373 49.8961

15 2 0 3 4 33.1447 49.9002

16 3 2 0 4 33.2380 49.9460

17 1 4 3 0 33.2405 49.9478

18 0 1 3 2 34.0486 50.3533

19 0 2 1 3 34.1829 50.4186

20 0 2 3 1 34.2054 50.4304

TABLE IV

Scene 2–Pairwise TTA Likelihood Table

Sensor B

Sensor A 1 2 3 4 0

1 0.9336 0.0059 0.0078 0.0000 0.0527

2 0.0110 0.9358 0.0000 0.0082 0.0450

3 0.0158 0.0000 0.9369 0.0059 0.0414

4 0.0016 0.0168 0.0109 0.9326 0.0381

0 0.0380 0.0415 0.0444 0.0533 0.0000

as well as all other hypotheses with null assignments,

would become less favorable.

Track Scene 3: Slightly Ambiguous

This scene contains little bias but is more ambigu-

ous than the previous two due to the existence of a

fifth sensor B track. The results reflect this increased

ambiguity in that the difference between hypotheses 1

and 2 is very slight. This is a case wherein the system-

user may wish to look closely at Table VI for more

information on the pairwise association confidence val-

ues. Although lower than in the previous two scenes,

the diagonal values for tracks 1, 2 and 3 remain rela-

tively high. However, the ambiguous portion (sensor A

track 4 associates with either sensor B track 4 or 5) is

readily observed as the values are 0.5043 and 0.4681,

respectively. If the system-user is required to make a

call regarding whether or not to fuse tracks, he may

use this discrepancy to select f(1,1),(2,2),(3,3),(4,4)g
as the association vector. However, it is certainly ac-

ceptable in the fusion world to suggest that the results

are inconclusive due to too much ambiguity. Indeed,

in this scene, a reasonable alternative would be to fuse

sensor A and B tracks 1, 2, and 3, while postponing
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TABLE V

Scene 3–Top 20 Bias-Association Hypotheses

Hyp Assignment ¡ logL(b, j) ¡ logL(j)
1 1 2 3 4 20.5577 41.3645

2 1 2 3 5 21.1202 41.6245

3 1 2 4 5 23.0836 42.6061

4 1 5 3 4 24.0485 43.0883

5 3 2 4 5 26.1490 44.1384

6 1 4 3 5 26.2722 44.2006

7 2 5 3 4 27.1338 44.6312

8 4 2 3 5 27.5214 44.8247

9 3 2 1 4 27.8584 45.0145

10 1 2 4 3 28.2426 45.2068

11 3 2 1 5 28.4286 45.2784

12 1 5 3 2 28.7029 45.4161

13 2 4 3 5 29.3567 45.7431

14 1 2 5 4 29.3879 45.7586

15 1 2 3 0 29.7613 44.7182

16 2 1 3 4 29.8116 45.9925

17 0 2 3 4 30.1844 44.9294

18 1 0 3 4 30.1853 44.9300

19 1 2 0 4 30.1870 44.9307

20 2 1 3 5 30.3742 46.2526

TABLE VI

Scene 3–Pairwise TTA Likelihood Table

Sensor B

Sensor A 1 2 3 4 5 0

1 0.9118 0.0254 0.0405 0.0117 0.0000 0.0106

2 0.0065 0.8689 0.0000 0.0266 0.0874 0.0106

3 0.0172 0.0000 0.8283 0.1393 0.0046 0.0106

4 0.0000 0.0065 0.0080 0.5043 0.4681 0.0131

0 0.0646 0.0992 0.1232 0.3180 0.4399 0.0000

a decision on sensor A track 4 and sensor B tracks 4

and 5.

Track Scene 4: Ambiguous

This scene is the most ambiguous of the four, which

is reflected in the likelihoods of Tables VII and VIII.

Tracks 1, 2, and 3 continue to have a high confidence

of being the correct association. To some, the results

may still look favorable, but to others the associations

may not be strong enough to make a call. We leave these

types of decision to the system-user.

With four concrete examples in hand, we close

this section by briefly mentioning two ad hoc methods

TABLE VIII

Scene 4–Pairwise TTA Likelihood Table

Sensor B

Sensor A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0

1 0.8928 0.0475 0.0403 0.0194 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

2 0.0000 0.6438 0.0000 0.0000 0.3562 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

3 0.0000 0.0000 0.5485 0.1174 0.0000 0.3340 0.0000 0.0000

4 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.4122 0.1255 0.0752 0.3871 0.0000

0 0.1072 0.3087 0.4111 0.4509 0.5184 0.5908 0.6129 0.0000

TABLE VII

Scene 4–Top 20 Bias-Association Hypotheses

Hyp Assignment ¡ logL(b, j) ¡ logL(j)
1 1 2 3 4 19.6996 38.2521

2 1 2 3 7 21.5482 39.1769

3 1 2 6 4 21.7231 39.2636

4 1 5 3 4 21.8086 39.3065

5 1 2 3 5 21.9579 39.3816

6 1 2 3 6 22.3714 39.5884

7 1 5 6 7 22.4929 39.6492

8 1 2 6 7 22.5048 39.6553

9 1 5 3 7 22.5512 39.6784

10 1 5 6 4 22.8158 39.8099

11 1 2 4 7 23.2260 40.0157

12 1 5 4 7 23.4778 40.1416

13 1 2 6 5 23.5040 40.1546

14 1 2 4 5 23.6384 40.2217

15 2 5 6 7 23.9242 40.3653

16 2 5 4 7 24.1012 40.4535

17 3 5 6 7 24.1288 40.4670

18 1 5 3 6 24.2284 40.5168

19 4 5 6 7 24.4117 40.6084

20 3 2 6 4 24.5709 40.6874

for computing individual track pairing likelihoods that

were used in preliminary computational experiments
[23]. We believe these approaches are inferior, but not
altogether useless. First, it seems reasonable that one

can get a general sense of how likely a particular
track pairing is by simply counting the number of
times sensor A track i is paired with sensor B track

j among the top K hypotheses. For example, in the
first track scene, sensor A track 1 is assigned to sensor
B track 1 twelve times, to sensor B track 2 three
times, to the dummy track three times, and to sensor

B track 3 two times. Since sensor A track 1 and B
track 1 are paired the most frequently, one might be
willing to conclude that their data should be fused.

Unfortunately, this approach quickly breaks down when
considering the fourth track scene. In this scene, the
most ambiguous of the four, we see that sensor A

track 2 is assigned to sensor B tracks 2 and 5 ten
times each. The “tallying” method is inadequate in this
setting.

A second option is to augment the “tallying” method
by giving each hypothesis an additional weight (as
opposed to the uniform weight 1=K above). Rather

than just count the number of times sensor A track
i is paired with sensor B track j, one could choose
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to weight the hypotheses in some logical fashion. For

example, hypothesis 1 out of 20 could get a weight of

20, hypothesis 2 a weight of 19,: : : , hypothesis 20 a

weight of 1. As another example, one could use the

GNPM likelihoods as weights. Finally, one could sum

the total weights of the hypotheses in which tracks i

and j are paired and normalize. Empirically, we have

seen that employing a non-uniform weighting scheme

often works reasonably well, and so the next logical

question is: What is the correct weighting scheme?

Indeed, in this paper, we argue that the MTTA likelihood

values provide the “best” weights for the hypotheses.

Moreover, while the ad hoc approaches in this second

option may work, they lack probabilistic rigor. The

MTTA likelihood has a solid mathematical backbone

and, as these examples illustrate, furnishes insightful

information for the system-user.

In summary, the above example illustrates the bene-

fits of providing the system-user with several represen-

tations of the information that will be needed to assess

the current situation and act appropriately. Although

somewhat contrived, these vignettes clearly convey how

both sensor bias and ambiguity could affect the results

in a realistic tracking problem setting. We present both

the GNPM and MTTA likelihood functions as measures

for confidence in track-to-track association with sensor

bias as well as illustrate how results will differ based on

which one is chosen.

5. OPTIMIZING WITH RESPECT TO THE MTTA
LIKELIHOOD

Equipped with a marginal association likelihood

function that accounts for the presence of a random

relative bias, it is natural to ask whether we can and

should optimize track-to-track associations with re-

spect to this likelihood function. In the last section,

we attempted to provide a modestly compelling an-

swer to the latter question regarding why one should

at least consider using the association likelihood func-

tion for track-to-track association. In this section and

the next, we answer the former question by describ-

ing how one can perform track-to-track association

by optimizing with respect to the association likeli-

hood function. In order to formalize this optimization

problem, our objective in this section is to cast the

track-to-track association problem, using the associa-

tion likelihood function (8), as a mathematical pro-

gram, specifically, as a 0-1 nonlinear optimization prob-

lem.

Starting from Equation (8), we collect the (2¼)D=2

terms and use the fact that jIj+ jI0j= nA to write

L(j) = (¯NTA¯NTB)
nA(e(1=2)g)jIj

pjVjqQ
i2I+ jSiji j

e¡(1=2)³

where g is the gate value defined in Equation (3). Tak-

ing the logarithm and multiplying through by ¡2

yields

¡2logL(j) =¡2log(¯NTA¯NTB)nA ¡jIjg

¡ log(jVj)+
X
i2I+

log(jSiji j) + ³:

Replacing S0j0 with R and ³ with (
P
i2I x

T
iji
S¡1iji xiji)¡

uTVu, where V= (R¡1 +
P
i2I S

¡1
iji
)¡1, we obtain

¡2logL(j) = ·+ jI0jg¡ log(jVj)

+
X
i2I
(xTi S

¡1
iji
xiji +log(jSiji j))¡uTVu

(10)

where ·=¡2log(¯NTA¯NTB)nA ¡ nAg+ log(jRj).
As in the GNPM problem, we introduce binary de-

cision variables yij such that yij = 1 if sensor A track i

is assigned to sensor B track j (or possibly the dummy

track j = 0), and yij = 0 otherwise, as well as the set Y
of all feasible associations. Finally, since · is indepen-

dent of the track-to-track association made, we treat it

as a constant and remove it from the likelihood function

when we optimize.

The problem of finding an optimal track-to-track

association over all possible relative bias values can

now be formulated as the following constrained 0-1

optimization problem, which we will henceforth refer

to simply as the Marginal Track-to-Track Association

problem or MTTA problem for short:

min
y

cTy¡ log(jV(y)j)¡ (Ay)TV(y)(Ay)

s.t. V(y) =

0@R¡1 + nAX
i=1

nBX
j=1

S¡1ij yij

1A¡1

, y 2 Y

(11)

where A is a D£ nA(nB +1) matrix of reals whose
columns are such that

Ay=

nAX
i=1

nBX
j=0

(
S¡1ij (x

A
i ¡ xBj ) if j > 0

0 if j = 0

)
yij

the coefficients

cij = cij(0) =

(
d2ij(0)+ log jSij j if j 2NB
g if j = 0

for i 2NA, are given, and g is the gate value defined
in Equation (3). The mathematical program (11) can be

classified as a nonconvex nonlinear matching problem,

which is a class of optimization problems that is gener-

ally difficult to solve to provable optimality. In contrast

with the GNPM problem (4), which includes a continu-

ous decision variable (vector) to model the relative bias

that we hope to determine and, consequently, is formu-

lated as a MINLP, the MTTA problem does not include

any continuous decision variables.
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6. SOLUTION METHODS

In this section, we discuss solution techniques for

solving the MTTA problem. In general, the class of 0-1

nonlinear optimization problems is challenging compu-

tationally and there are very few commercially-available

optimization software packages that can solve them to

provable optimality. Instead, highly-tailored algorithms

that exploit idiosyncrasies of the particular problem are

required. The MTTA problem is no exception. The ef-

fort needed to identify a provably optimal solution (i.e.,

a track-to-track association hypothesis) grows exponen-

tially in the number of tracks to be associated.

On the other hand, finding near optimal solutions

(and, perhaps, an optimal solution) without any guar-

antee on the solution quality, is frequently possible. It

can be shown that under certain conditions [23], which

often arise given realistic data, the GNPM problem dis-

cussed in Section 2 provides a close approximation to

the MTTA problem. As a consequence, one approach to

generating near optimal solutions as quickly as possible

is first to solve the GNPM problem by applying the

multistart local search heuristics described in [5] and

[25]. Essentially, these heuristics apply a fast iterative

local search method from various starting points (hence

the term “multistart”) and find good bias-association hy-

potheses, (b,j) pairs, to the GNPM problem. To recover

the “pure” association likelihood of association hypoth-

esis j, one can solve Equation (8). Because these are

heuristics, no optimality guarantee is provided. Nev-

ertheless, these methods are extremely fast and have

proven to be important when faced with real-time pro-

cessing constraints.

Given that heuristics are already available for find-

ing good association hypotheses, we turn to the ques-

tion of solving the MTTA problem exactly, i.e., identify-

ing a provably optimal solution or the K provably best

solutions. Typical approaches for solving 0-1 nonlin-

ear optimization problems exactly include branch-and-

bound methods, cutting-plane algorithms, and hybrids

of these two known as branch-and-cut methods. An-

other interesting approach discussed in [18, 26], which

is worthy of further investigation, is based on a tech-

nique known as “lifting” for 0-1 optimization problems

and has gained increasing attention in the optimization

community.

Below, we describe two different approaches for

solving the MTTA problem to provable optimality. In

the first approach, we solve the MTTA problem using

a branch-and-bound method in which at each node in

the search tree we solve (not necessarily to provable

optimality) a quadratic assignment problem relaxation

of the problem. As this approach does not scale well as

the number of tracks increases, we provide a second ap-

proach in which we reformulate the MTTA problem as

a mixed-integer linear optimization problem, which has

many more variables and many more constraints than

the original MTTA formulation, but performs remark-

ably well for a much larger set of instances of practical

interest.

In what follows, we will need the following notation:

² The partial orderings MÂ 0 and Mº 0 mean that
a square matrix M is positive definite and positive

semidefinite, respectively. Given another square ma-

trix N, MÂN and MºN mean that M¡NÂ 0 and
M¡Nº 0, respectively.

² We writeG ¢H=Pi

P
j gijhij to denote the Frobenius

inner product of matrices G and H.

6.1. Approach 1: A Branch-and-Bound Framework
with Quadratic Assignment Problem Relaxations

In this section, we describe a branch-and-bound

method that uses bounds obtained from solving a vari-

ant of the quadratic assignment problem at each node in

the search tree. Branch-and-bound methods have been

developed for the GNPM problem [5, 25] and closely

resemble the one described below. The key difference

between these methods and the one below is the con-

struction of a lower bound at each node.

A systematic way of finding an optimal solution

or the K best solutions to the MTTA problem is via

a divide-and-conquer procedure known as branch-and-

bound. In this approach, one creates a search tree con-

sisting of nodes at varying depths, where each node

represents a partial or complete association. Branch-

and-bound methods pervade the field of discrete op-

timization and are discussed in virtually every introduc-

tory textbook on the subject (see, e.g., [22]). They are

founded upon the idea of exploring nodes (or partial

associations) in the search tree in an intelligent man-

ner so that not all associations need be examined. The

term branch refers to the manner in which partial as-

sociations are constructed, i.e., the partitioning of the

solution space into smaller and smaller subproblems.

The term bound refers to deterministic bounds that are

computed during the search process, which can be used

to prune partial associations that cannot possibly lead

to (i.e., be a parent of) an optimal solution. All children

of a pruned node are said to be implicitly enumerated.

We now describe a non-traditional branching strat-

egy that has worked well in practice in which a par-

ent node may have more than two children.3 Without

loss of generality, we assume that sensor A tracks are to

be associated in increasing order with sensor B tracks,

i.e., first track 1 2NA must be assigned, then track 2
2NA, and so on. The root node has no associations and
is said to be at depth 0. From the root node, nB +1

branches are created giving rise to nB +1 nodes at depth

1, which represent the association of sensor A track 1

3In most commercial and non-commercial mixed-integer program-

ming solvers, a parent node gives rise to at most two child nodes so

that a so-called binary tree is maintained. Empirically, we have found

that the branching scheme described here works very well for the

GNPM and MTTA problems.
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with all nB sensor B tracks plus the null partial associ-

ation f(1,0)g. From each node at depth 1 with an asso-

ciation of the form f(1,j1)g with j1 2NB , nB branches
are created. Each of these nodes has a partial associ-

ation of the form f(1,j1), (2,j2)g, where j1 = 1, : : : ,nB
and j2 2 f0,1, : : : ,nBgnfj1g. From the node with partial

association f(1,0)g, nB +1 branches are created since
sensor A track 2 can be associated with any track in

NB plus the dummy track. This branching continues un-

til a depth nA is reached or until all nodes have been

implicitly enumerated.

Of course, a primary goal in branch-and-bound is

to avoid having to expand a node by determining in

advance if it has the potential of leading to an opti-

mal solution or one of the K best solutions. If it can

be deduced that no child node of a node that is be-

ing considered for expansion can be better than the best

complete association(s) found thus far in the search pro-

cess, known as the incumbent solution(s), then the node

can be pruned. Pruning is essential when solving large

problem instances because it reduces the time and mem-

ory needed to explore the search tree. In our solution

approach, we advocate finding K good incumbent so-

lutions quickly by first solving the GNPM problem and

then launching branch-and-bound to prove the optimal-

ity of these solutions or to find better solutions.

In order to compute a valid lower bound at each

node in the search tree to be used for pruning, we solve

(not necessarily optimally) a variant of the quadratic

assignment problem (QAP). The QAP is one of the most

studied and notoriously difficult optimization problems.

For more details, we refer the reader to [4] and [29].

When stated as a facility location problem, the classical

QAP is to assign n facilities to n locations such that

the total interaction cost of all possible flow-distance

products between the locations to which the facilities are

assigned and the allocation costs of facilities to locations

are minimized [29]. If we let N = f1, : : : ,ng be a set of
nodes, A= f(i,j) 2N £Ng be a set of arcs, then the
Koopmans-Beckmann form of the classical QAP is

min
X
(i,j)2A

X
(k,l)2A

dijklxijxkl¡
X
(i,j)2A

fijxij (12a)

s.t.
X
j2N

xij = 1, 8i 2N (12b)

X
i2N
xij = 1, 8j 2N (12c)

xij 2 f0,1g, 8(i,j) 2A (12d)

where xij are assignment variables analogous to the yij
variables in the MTTA problem, and dijkl and fij are

data. In the generalized QAP, the number of facilities

and locations need not be the same. In addition, the

equality constraints (12c) are replaced with the more

general inequality constraints
P

i2M aijxij · bj , 8j 2N,
where aij and bj are data. Thus, constraints (12b) and

(12c) are replaced byX
j2N

xij = 1, 8i 2M
X
i2M

aijxij · bj , 8j 2N

where M is the set of locations and N is the set of

facilities. The constraint set Y for the MTTA problem

is therefore a special case of that of the generalized QAP

in which aij and bj are 1 for all i 2M and j 2N.

6.1.1. Deriving Lower Bounds via QAP Relaxations
The basic idea behind obtaining a QAP relaxation of

the MTTA problem at each node is as follows: At each

depth d 2 f0,1, : : : ,nA¡ 1g in the search tree, we replace
the matrix V(y), which depends on the decision vector

y and consequently introduces unwieldy nonlinearities,

with a suitable chosen positive definite matrix Vd such

that

V¡1d :=R¡1 +
dX
i=1

nBX
j=1

S¡1ij yij :

This leads to the following special case of the General-

ized QAP at each node:

zQAP =¡ log(jVdj)+min cTy¡ yTQdy (13a)

s.t. y 2 Y (13b)

where Qd =A
TVdA. Notice that after replacing the ma-

trix V(y) with a fixed matrix Vd, the term ¡ log(jVdj)
becomes a constant and can be removed from the min-

imization. In what follows, we refer to the minimiza-

tion problem in (13) as NodeQAP. In addition, note

that NodeQAP is a special case of the generalized QAP

stated as a maximization problem rather than as a min-

imization problem, which is more typical.

We now justify that this approach of replacing the

matrix V(y) with the matrix Vd and solving NodeQAP

provides a valid lower bound at each node in the search

tree. The following proposition leads directly to the

justification.

PROPOSITION 1 For all depths d 2 f0,1, : : : ,nA¡ 1g, de-
fine V¡1d :=R¡1 +

Pd
i=1

PnB
j=1S

¡1
ij yij . Then,

V¡1d+1 ºV¡1d and ¡ log jVd+1j ¸ ¡ log jVdj:

PROOF Since the matrices Sij and S
¡1
ij are positive

definite for all i 2NA and j 2NB , it follows that V¡1d+1 =
V¡1d +S¡1d+1,jyd+1,j ºV¡1d for d = 0, : : : ,nA¡ 1 and for all
j 2 f0, : : : ,nBg. Moreover,

V¡1d+1 ºV¡1d ()Vd+1 ¹Vd
() jVd+1j · jVdj
() log jVd+1j · log jVdj
()¡ log jVd+1j ¸ ¡ log jVdj
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where the first equivalence is a linear algebra exercise

and the second equivalence holds because the determi-

nant of the sum of two positive definite matrices is al-

ways greater than the determinants of either of those

matrices.

In words, the proposition tells us that the matrix

V¡1d+1 associated with a child node is at least as positive
definite as that of its parent, and can only become

more positive definite than that of its parent if sensor

A track d+1 is assigned to a sensor B track j 2NB .
The implication of the proposition is: Since

yTATVdAy¸ yTATVd+1Ay, 8y 2 Y 4

and ¡ log jVd+1j ¸ ¡ log jVdj, the optimal value zQAP of
(13) at a parent node at depth d will always be no

greater than the optimal value at one of its descendants

at depth d+1,d+2, : : : ,nA. Therefore, z
QAP is a valid

lower bound for the optimal objective function value of

a node at depth d in the search tree.

6.1.2. Solving NodeQAP
There are several issues to consider when solving

NodeQAP: How much time should be spent computing

a lower bound at each node? Which formulation to use?

Which algorithm to use?

We start with the first question. Our main goal of

using a QAP relaxation at each node is to obtain as

quickly as possible a good lower bound to facilitate

pruning. Thus, it is not necessary to solve NodeQAP

to optimality at every node since we simply need to

determine whether or not this node has the potential to

lead to one of the K best solutions. One is then faced

with the following trade-off:

² Option 1: Spend a small amount of time at each

node so that many nodes can be processed quickly,

while possibly sacrificing our ability to prune nodes

early in the tree;

² Option 2: Spend more time computing the best pos-

sible lower bound so that fewer nodes need to be ex-

panded.

Since the classical QAP is a very difficult problem in its

own right, empirically we have found it best to obtain a

lower bound on NodeQAP at nodes with a small depth

while forgoing optimality. Specifically, in our compu-

tational experiments, we set a time limit of a fraction

of a second to obtain a lower bound at each node. We

observed that even solving NodeQAP to provable op-

timality at a small depth (e.g., d · nA=4) in the search
tree rarely allows us to prune nodes. Consequently, it

makes sense not to waste computational effort comput-

ing a bound that will not be immediately useful. On

the other hand, as we dive deeper in the search tree,

the lower bound furnished by (13) becomes stronger

and more useful, while also becoming easier to solve to

optimality since more assignments are fixed.

4Actually, this inequality holds for all y 2 RnA(nB+1).

Regarding the question of which formulation to use,

we have experimented with two approaches: reformu-

lating NodeQAP as a mixed-integer linear program and

relaxing NodeQAP as a semidefinite program. Semidef-

inite programming approaches are discussed in [4] and

our initial semidefinite programming formulation is dis-

cussed in [24]; we will not discuss this approach here

since, despite extensive experimentation, semidefinite

programming software is not yet as mature as that for

mixed-integer programming.

In our computations, we use the Kaufman-Broeckx

linearization (1.12) on p.9 of [4], which is arguably

the smallest linearization in terms of the number of

variables and constraints in the model. The Kaufman-

Broeckx formulation is a mixed-integer programming

formulation of the QAP, which we solve using the

commercially-available solver CPLEX 11.2 [13]. As

discussed above, at shallow depths in the search tree,

we have CPLEX compute the best lower bound for the

Kaufman-Broeckx formulation of NodeQAP that it can

provide in a fraction of a second (typically, by solv-

ing the linear programming relaxation of the Kaufman-

Broeckx formulation of NodeQAP and performing a

partial branch-and-bound). Later, at deeper depths in

the search tree, CPLEX can solve the Kaufman-Broeckx

formulation of NodeQAP to provable optimality in un-

der a second.

Another important algorithmic enhancement is to

recognize that it is not necessary to solve NodeQAP

from scratch at each node. Indeed, information from

the solution at a parent node should be exploited to

help solve the QAP at a child node. In particular,

there are two items that change from a parent node

at depth d to a child node at depth d+1: the matrix

ATVdA of the quadratic term in the objective function

becomes ATVd+1A and an additional assignment con-

straint yd,jd = 1 appears in the child node QAP. At ev-

ery node, we store the best lower bound and the best

feasible solution computed in the allotted time limit.

We then use this information to warm-start the solu-

tion procedure at each child node. Most mixed-integer

programming solvers have options for warm-starting an

algorithm using one or more known feasible solutions

(see, e.g., [13]).5

6.1.3. A Branch-and-Bound Algorithm
We conclude this subsection with a high-level de-

scription of our branch-and-bound algorithm and with

a proof of its correctness. Pseudocode is provided in

Algorithm 1. Let z(y) = cTy¡ log jV(y)j¡(Ay)TV(y)(Ay).
Let zQAP(node) be the value of zQAP in (13) at a particu-
lar node, call it node, in the search tree. Recall that at a

5In fact, it is precisely our ability to re-optimize NodeQAP at a child

node given the solution at its parent that makes the mixed-integer

programming formulation more attractive than the semidefinite pro-

gramming formulation. Current semidefinite programming software

does not have this algorithmic enhancement available.
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node at depth d 2 f0,1, : : : ,nAg in the search tree, the as-
signments of first d sensor A tracks are fixed. As is typ-

ical in a branch-and-bound implementation, we main-

tain a priority queue pq of nodes, whose push(node)
method places node on the queue and whose pop()
method (sometimes called a findMin() method) re-
turns and removes the node with a minimum zQAP(node)
value from the queue. Note that this is a best-first search

implementation and that the zQAP(node) value of the
node returned by the pop() method always provides a
lower bound on the objective function value of the Kth

provably best solution. Finally, the algorithm makes use

of another method createBranches(node,pq), which
takes a given non-leaf node, creates its children as de-

scribed in the beginning of this subsection, and adds

these descendant nodes to the priority queue.

ALGORITHM 1 BranchAndBoundforMTTA(K)
1: Find K high-quality incumbent solutions y1, : : : ,yK

with z(y1)· ¢¢ ¢ · z(yK)
2: Initialize a priority queue of nodes: pq=fg
3: Set zUB = z(yK); pq.push(rootnode)
4: while pq is not empty do
5: node=pq.pop()
6: if node is a leaf node then
7: Let ŷ be the solution associated with node
8: if z(ŷ)< zUB and ŷ =2 fy1, : : : ,yKg then
9: Update list of K best solutions to include ŷ

10: Update zUB: zUB = z(yK)

11: else

12: Prune node
13: end if

14: else if zQAP(node)> zUB then
15: Prune node
16: else

17: createBranches(node,pq)
18: end if

19: end while

20: return K best track-to-track association solutions

THEOREM 1 (Algorithm 1 is exact) The proposed

branch-and-bound procedure finds the K provably best

(globally optimal) solutions to the MTTA problem (11).

PROOF The proof is by contradiction. Suppose Algo-

rithm 1 returns the solutions y1, : : : ,yK with z(y1)· ¢¢ ¢ ·
z(yK). Suppose, to arrive at a contradiction, that there

exists some solution ŷ 6= yk, for k = 1, : : : ,K, such that
z(ŷ)< z(yK). There are only two possible ways for (the

leaf node corresponding to) the solution ŷ to have been

pruned: implicitly or explicitly. If ŷ was pruned implic-

itly, then one of its ancestors in the search tree, call this

node ancestor, had to be pruned in Step 15 because
zQAP(ancestor)> zUB . Note that zUB ¸ z(yK) since zUB
is an upper bound on the objective function value of

the Kth best solution. But this immediately implies a

contradiction since

zQAP(ancestor)· z(ŷ)< z(yK)
· zUB < zQAP(ancestor)

where the first inequality follows from Proposition 1

and the discussion that followed. On the other hand, if

ŷ was pruned explicitly, then ŷ was pruned in Step 12.

But this too implies a contradiction since, by assump-

tion, z(ŷ)< z(yK). Hence, Algorithm 1 never incorrectly
prunes a node, and therefore finds the K certifiably best

solutions to the MTTA problem.

6.2. Approach 2: A Branch-and-Cut Algorithm for a
MIP Reformulation

For our second approach, we reformulate the MTTA

problem as a mixed-integer linear program (MIP) and

then solve it using a branch-and-cut algorithm with a

commercially-available MIP solver. A branch-and-cut

algorithm is a more advanced branch-and-bound algo-

rithm in which valid inequalities, known as “cutting

planes” or simply as “cuts,” are appended to the origi-

nal formulation at each node in order to strengthen the

formulation, improve bounds, and expedite node prun-

ing. Virtually all commercial MIP solvers use a branch-

and-cut algorithm rather than a pure branch-and-bound

algorithm (see, for example, [13]).

Arriving at our proposed MIP reformulation takes

two steps. In the first step, we introduce additional con-

tinuous auxiliary decision variables to reformulate the

MTTA problem as a MINLP which possesses a special

structure. Namely, the objective function consists of a

submodular set function and a linear function, while

the feasible region is a mixed-integer linear set, i.e., a

set comprised of continuous and integer decision vari-

ables and linear inequalities. In other words, the only

nonlinearity appears in the form of a submodular set

function. In the second step, using well-known tech-

niques for submodular function minimization, we re-

place the submodular function with a continuous auxil-

iary decision variable bounded below by a finite num-

ber of linear inequalities. This substitution gives rise to

the desired MIP formulation, albeit one with a facto-

rial number (in the number of tracks) of inequalities.

Finally, we show how to generate only those cuts that

are necessary in the formulation on an “as-needed” ba-

sis. Empirically, we have found this approach to be far

superior to the branch-and-bound approach described

above.

6.2.1. Towards a MINLP Reformulation
As outlined above, our first step towards achieving

the desired MIP model is to reformulate the MTTA

problem as a MINLP, which is a mixed-integer linear

model except for a submodular function appearing in

the objective function. To this end, note that the term

yTATV(y)Ay in the objective function of (11) appears
to be quadratic in y, but is not because the matrix V(y)
is the inverse of a sum of positive definite matrices
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which depend on the decision variable y. Our first

goal is to circumvent the need to take an inverse by

linearizing this term into a form suitable for a MIP

solver. Consequently, we introduce an auxiliary decision

vector z=V(y)Ay such that V¡1(y)z=Ay. Recall that
the inverse exists since all matrices are assumed to be

positive definite. Then,

Ay=R¡1z+
nAX
i=1

nBX
j=1

S¡1ij zyij

=R¡1z+
nAX
i=1

nBX
j=1

S¡1ij wij

where wij is a D-dimensional vector of auxiliary deci-

sion variables such that

wij = zyij

=

½
z if yij = 1,

0 if yij = 0,
8i 2NA, j 2NB [f0g

and wi0 = 0, 8i 2NA. Furthermore, we can linearize the
nonlinear equations wij = zyij (recall that both z and

yij are decision variables) by replacing them with the

following linear constraints:

¡Myij1·wij ·Myij1 (14a)

¡M(1¡ yij)1· z¡wij ·M(1¡ yij)1 (14b)

for all i 2NA and j 2NB , where M is an appropriately

chosen parameter and 1 is a D-dimensional vector of

ones. This type of linearization of bi-linear terms is a

standard “trick” in discrete optimization. Moreover, the

nonlinear term yTATV(y)Ay in the objective function

becomes A ¢W, where W 2 RD£nA£(nB+1) is the matrix
satisfying A ¢W= yTATz. This done, we have arrived

at the following MINLP reformulation of the MTTA

problem:

min f(y)+ cTy¡A ¢W (15a)

s.t. Ay=R¡1z+
nAX
i=1

nBX
j=1

S¡1ij wij (15b)

(14a), (14b), wi0 = 0, 8i 2NA, 8j 2NB
(15c)

wij 2 RD, 8i 2NA, 8j 2NB [f0g (15d)

y 2 Y , z 2 RD (15e)

where f(y) :=¡ log(jV(y)j) = log(jV¡1(y)j) = log(jR¡1
+
PnA

i=1

PnB
j=1S

¡1
ij yij j). To reiterate, with the exception of

the nonlinear function f(y) in the objective function, the

above formulation is a MIP.

6.2.2. Towards a MIP Reformulation
The second step in obtaining the desired MIP refor-

mulation is to show that the function f(y) is a submod-

ular set function and then describe how to exploit this

submodularity in a branch-and-cut algorithm. Submod-

ular functions have undergone extensive study in the op-

timization and computer science communities. We refer

the reader to [1] and the references therein.

In what follows, let n= nA(nB +1) and define the set

N := f1, : : : ,ng. We also follow the common practice in
the submodular function literature of abusing notation

so that we may refer to a set function h(S), for some

S μN, as h(x), where x 2 f0,1gn is the indicator vector
of subsets of N. In addition, let x(S) denote the indicator

vector of a set S μN, i.e., xi(S) = 1 if i 2 S, and 0
otherwise, for each component i= 1, : : : ,n. Let Sx denote

the support of a vector x, i.e., i 2 Sx if xi = 1 and i =2 Sx
if xi = 0.

DEFINITION 1 A set function h : 2N 7!R is submodular
on N if

h(S)+ h(T)¸ h(S [T)+ h(S \T), 8S,T μN:
A submodular function can also be characterized by its

difference function ½k(S) := h(S [fkg)¡ h(S) for S μN
and k 2NnS. It is easy to verify that a set function h
is submodular if and only if its difference function is

nonincreasing; that is, ½k(S)¸ ½k(T), 8S μ T μN and

all k 2NnT. The following proposition shows that the
function f(y) is submodular on N by validating that the

difference function of h is nonincreasing.

PROPOSITION 2 Let N = f1, : : : ,ng and suppose that
Ai Â 0, 8i 2N [f0g. Then, the function g(S) := log(jA0
+
P
j2SAj j) is submodular on N.

PROOF Let S μ T μN and k 2NnT. Let B=A0 +P
j2SAj , C=A0 +

P
j2TAj , and note that CÂ B and

B¡1 ÂC¡1. Then,
g(S [fkg)¡ g(S) = log(jB+Akj)¡ log(jBj)

= log

μ jB+Akj
jBj

¶
= log(jI+AkB¡1j)
¸ log(jI+AkC¡1j)
= g(T[fkg)¡ g(T)

where the inequality follows from the fact that B¡1 Â
C¡1 and multiplying both sides by a positive definite
matrix does not affect this ordering, nor does adding a

positive definite matrix to both sides.

Since f satisfies the conditions of Proposition 2,

f is submodular on N. We now present some well-

known results from the theory of submodular function

minimization, which will allow us to reformulate the

MINLP as a MIP. The majority of the background

material below is taken from Section 2 of Atamtürk and

Narayanan [1]. Our basic goal is to replace the problem

of minimizing a submodular set function h(S) over all

possible subsets S of N with an equivalent optimization

problem of minimizing an auxiliary continuous variable
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μ, representing h(S), over the convex lower envelope

of h, which is a polyhedron whose linear inequality

description is already known to us due to the fact that

h is submodular. With these linear inequalities in hand,

we can transform our MINLP into a MIP, which can be

solved by a MIP solver.

Suppose we are trying to minimize a submodular set

function h : 2N 7!R over the set N:

minfh(S) : S μNg: (16)

This is equivalent to

minfμ : μ ¸ h(x), x 2 f0,1gng
or

minfμ : (μ,x) 2Qhg (17)

where

Qh := convf(μ,x) 2 R£f0,1gn : μ ¸ h(x)g
is the convex hull of the epigraph of h, which Atamtürk

and Narayanan [1] refer to as the convex lower envelope

of h; Qh is also a polyhedron.6 Without loss of gener-
ality, we may assume that h(Ø) = 0, since otherwise we

can solve the equivalent minimization problem for the

shifted function h0 with h0(S) := h(S)¡ h(Ø), 8S μN.
It turns out that the linear inequalities describing

Qh are intimately related to the points in the extended
polymatroid associated with h, which is defined as

EPh := f¼ 2 Rn : ¼(S)· h(S), 8S μNg
where ¼(S) :=

P
i2S ¼i. Atamtürk and Narayanan [1] for-

malize this relationship between the points in EPh and

the valid inequalities for Qh in the following proposi-
tion.

PROPOSITION 3 (Atamtürk and Narayanan [1]) The

inequality ¼Tx· μ is valid for Qh (i.e., ¼Tx· μ, 8(μ,x) 2
Qh) if and only if ¼ 2 EPh.
PROOF Given ¼ 2 EPh, we have ¼Tx= ¼(Sx)· h(Sx)·
μ. Conversely, if ¼ =2 EPh, then ¼(S)> h(S) for some
S μN; but then for μ = h(S), ¼(S) = ¼Tx(S)> μ, con-

tradicting the validity of ¼Tx· μ.

A fundamental goal in integer programming is to

identify which are the important linear inequalities that

are necessary in describing a polyhedron or a set of in-

teger points and, therefore, provide the tightest formula-

tion possible; these “important” inequalities are known

as facets [22]. We call the bound constraints 0· x· 1
trivial facets of Qh since they can be shown to be facets
of Qh and are obtained trivially from relaxing the con-

straint x 2 f0,1gn to x 2 [0,1]n. Although Proposition 3
allows us to determine whether or not a linear inequal-

ity is valid for Qh, it does not tell us if the inequality
is a nontrivial facet of Qh. The next proposition allows
us to identify nontrivial facets of Qh and gives us an

6This fact is important as it assures us that Qh can be described by a
finite number of linear inequalities.

important relationship between the extreme points of

the extended polymatroid and the convex hull of the

epigraph. Since the proof given below was provided in

an earlier version of [1], but does not appear in their

published version, we state the proof for completeness.

PROPOSITION 4 The inequality ¼Tx· μ is a nontrivial

facet for Qh if and only if ¼ is an extreme point of EPh.
PROOF ) From Proposition 3, if ¼ =2 EPh, inequality
¼Tx· μ is not valid for Qf . If ¼ 2 EPh is not an extreme
point of EPh, then ¼ = ¸¼

1 + (1¡¸)¼2 for some ¸ 2
(0,1) and distinct points ¼1,¼2 2 EPh and ¼Tx· μ is

implied by (¼1)Tx· μ and (¼2)Tx· μ.

( Conversely, if ¼ is an extreme point of EPh, it is

the unique solution to a set of n linearly independent

equations ¼(Si) = h(Si) for i= 1, : : : ,n. Then, the corre-

sponding linearly independent points (x(Si),h(Si)), for

i= 1, : : : ,n of Qh and the origin (0,0) are on the face
f(x,μ) 2Qh : ¼Tx= μg. Finally, as (0,1) 2Qh, but is not
on the face, the face is proper.

REMARK 1 Note that if h(Ø) 6= 0, the nontrivial facets
for Qh take the form ¼Tx· μ¡h(Ø), 8¼ 2 EPh0 , where
h0 := h¡ h(Ø). Consequently, since f(Ø) = log(jRj), the
nontrivial facets of Qf are of the form μ ¸ log(jRj) +
¼Ty, 8¼ 2 EPf .
The significance of Proposition 4 is that it tells us

almost precisely which inequalities are needed to define

the polyhedron Qh; the only piece of information that is
missing is how to compute the coefficients ¼k of these

facets. Fortunately, this is provided in the following

important result due to Edmonds [6].

THEOREM 2 (Edmonds [6]) The point ¼ is an extreme

point of EPh if and only if ¼i = h(S(i))¡ h(S(i¡1)), where
S(i) = f(1),(2), : : : , (i)g, for i= 1, : : : ,n, and S0 = Ø, for
some permutation ((1),(2), : : : , (n)) of N.

In words, Proposition 4 and Theorem 2 state that

there are n! nontrivial facets needed to describe the poly-

hedron Qh, one for each permutation of the elements of

N, and the precise value of each coefficient depends on

the corresponding permutation. When specialized to the

submodular function f, Proposition 4, Remark 1, and

Theorem 2 lead immediately to the following corollary.

COROLLARY 1 The n! nontrivial facets of the polyhe-

dron Qf , which we refer to as extended polymatroid (EP)

inequalities, are of the form

μ ¸ log(jRj)+
nX
k=1

¼
Ã
k yÃ(k), 8Ã 2ªn (18)

where ªn is the set of all permutations of f1, : : : ,ng and
¼
Ã
k is the kth coefficient in permutation Ã = f(1), : : : , (n)g
ofªn. More precisely, ¼

Ã
k = f(S(k))¡f(S(k¡1)) = log(jR¡1

+
Pk
a=1S

¡1
(a) j)¡ log(jR¡1 +

Pk¡1
a=1S

¡1
(a) j), where a denotes

the track pair (i,j) associated with the ath element of the

permutation Ã.
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REMARK 2 If μ < f(y) and y 2 [0,1]n, then, by defini-
tion, the point (μ,y) =2Qf and hence, by Corollary 1, at
least one EP inequality (18) is violated.7

Using the equivalence that allowed us to express

(16) as (17), and by applying Corollary 1 to provide

us with an explicit polyhedral representation of Qf , we

can transform Formulation (15) and pose the MTTA

problem as the following MIP:

min μ+ cTy¡A ¢W (19a)

s.t. Ay=R¡1z+
nAX
i=1

nBX
j=1

S¡1ij wij (19b)

(14a), (14b), wi0 = 0, 8i 2NA, 8j 2NB
(19c)

wij 2 RD, 8i 2NA, 8j 2NB (19d)

z 2RD, y 2 Y , μ ¸ log(jRj) (19e)

μ ¸ log(jRj)+
nX
k=1

¼
Ã
k yÃ(k), 8Ã 2ªn: (19f)

In contrast to the original formulation of the MTTA

problem (11) and the formulation of NodeQAP (13),

both of which operate in the space (Rn) of the original
decision variables y, Formulation (19) requires us to
introduce O(Dn) auxiliary decision variables, thus forc-

ing us to operate in a higher-dimensional space, and

O(3n) additional constraints prior to introducing con-

straints (19f). At first glance, such a transformation may

seem “indirect” and fruitless. However, the advantage of

this formulation is that it is a MIP and can, in theory,

be solved by an off-the-shelf MIP solver. Indeed, the

benefits of working in a higher-dimensional space will

become clear in Section 7.

6.2.3. A Branch-and-Cut Algorithm
Unfortunately, the above MIP formulation requires

a factorial number (n!) of EP inequalities (19f), which

is unwieldy for instances of practical interest. However,

it turns out that this drawback can easily be overcome.

Since very few of these EP constraints will be tight at

an optimal solution, rather than include them all in the

initial formulation, we omit all of them from the outset,

and then generate those that are necessary on an “as-

needed” basis. Specifically, we initially formulate the

MIP (19a)—(19e). Then, at every node in the search tree,

we check if μ̂ ¸ f(ŷ) = log(jR¡1 +PnA
i=1

PnB
j=1S

¡1
ij ŷij j)

where μ̂ and ŷ are partial solutions (obtained from

the linear programming relaxation) at that node. Note

that ŷ will have fractional components at a non-leaf

node in the search tree. If μ̂ < f(ŷ), then, by definition,

7Up to this point, we have described f as a set function, i.e., as a

function f(S) whose argument is a subset S of N or, equivalently,

as a function f(y) whose argument is a binary vector y 2 f0,1gn.
Henceforth, when we write f(y), we will treat f as a continuous

function of y 2 [0,1]n.

(μ̂, ŷ) =2Qf and so we “cut off” the solution at that node
by appending the most violated EP inequality, which is

guaranteed to exist by Remark 2. Edmonds [6] showed

that finding the most violated EP inequality can be

solved very efficiently using “the Greedy Algorithm” 2.

ALGORITHM 2 GreedyAlgorithm(f, ŷ)
1: Sort the ŷi variables in nonincreasing order, ŷ[1] ¸
¢¢ ¢ ¸ ŷ[n], breaking ties arbitrarily

2: Define S[i] := f[1], [2], : : : , [i]g, for i= 1, : : : ,n, and
S0 := Ø

3: Define ¼[i] := f(S[i])¡f(S[i¡1]), for i= 1, : : : ,n
4: return The EP inequality ¼Ty· μ¡f(Ø)
A high-level sketch of the algorithm used to find the

single provably best (optimal) solution to the MTTA

problem (11) is outlined in Algorithm 3. The pseu-

docode is more terse than that given in Algorithm 1 be-

cause we have implemented our algorithm in a commer-

cial solver (CPLEX [13]) which manages the branch-

and-bound tree for the user and provides all of the nec-

essary functionality for solving linear and mixed-integer

programs. Algorithm 3 takes a single input parameter:

MIPmodel. Initially, MIPmodel represents the MIP for-
mulation (19a)—(19e). The only advanced technique that

we employ is in telling the solver how to identify if

a violated EP constraint (19f) exists. This step is im-

plemented through a “callback” function, which virtu-

ally all of the leading commercial and open-source MIP

solvers provide.

ALGORITHM 3 BranchAndCutforMTTA (MIPmodel)
1: Write a callback function to do the following at each

node in the search tree:

2: while μ̂ < f(ŷ) do

3: Call GreedyAlgorithm(f, ŷ) and append the re-
turned EP inequality ¼Ty· μ¡f(Ø) to MIPmodel

4: Re-solve the LP relaxation of MIPmodel to pro-
duce an updated partial solution (μ̂, ŷ)

5: end while

6: Invoke the MIP solver’s solve() method with the
callback function

7: return The single best track-to-track association so-

lution ŷ¤ to MIPmodel

When solving a MIP, all leading MIP solvers relax

the binary constraints y 2 f0,1gn with linear constraints
y 2 [0,1]n so that a linear program (LP) is solved at

every node in the search tree. Before branching on a

decision variable that is required to be integral, but is

currently fractional at the optimal solution of the LP

relaxation, the solver will attempt to generate a number

of default cuts that apply to all MIPs as well as those

cuts that the user requested the solver to attempt to

generate through a callback function. Thus, if in Step 2

the solver finds that μ̂ < f(ŷ), the most violated EP cut

(19f) is appended to MIPmodel and the LP relaxation of
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MIPmodel is re-solved in Step 4 for an updated partial
solution (μ̂, ŷ). In the event that the node being processed
is a leaf node, which implies that ŷ is binary, the solver

will still call the callback function (Step 2) to check for

violated EP inequalities. This loop is repeated at every

node until no more violated EP inequalities are found.

When Algorithm 3 has terminated, MIPmodel will likely
have a very small subset of EP constraints as well as

a number of default MIP cuts that were added by the

solver. This is an important observation because we will

re-use this updated MIPmodel when finding the K best

solutions.

THEOREM 3 (Algorithm 3 is exact) The proposed

branch-and-cut procedure finds the provably best (glob-

ally optimal) solution to the MTTA problem (11) when the

input parameter MIPmodel represents the MIP formula-
tion (19a)—(19e).

PROOF Let (μ¤,w¤,y¤,z¤) be an optimal solution to
(19) with corresponding objective function value °¤. Let
(μ¤¤,w¤¤,y¤¤,z¤¤) be the solution returned by Algorithm
3 with corresponding objective function value °¤¤. Note
that °¤¤ · °¤since, upon termination, MIPmodel does not
necessarily (and most likely does not) contain all EP

constraints (19f) and is, therefore, a relaxation of (19).

Meanwhile, (μ¤¤,w¤¤,y¤¤,z¤¤) is feasible to (19) since in
Step 3 no more violated EP constraints could be found,

which by Corollary 1 occurs if and only if (μ¤¤,y¤¤) 2
Qf . Thus, (μ

¤¤,w¤¤,y¤¤,z¤¤) must be an optimal solution
to (19) and the assignment y¤¤is an optimal solution to
the MTTA problem (11).

Thus far, we have described how to find the single

provably best solution to the MTTA problem. In order

to find the K provably best solutions, we essentially

make K calls to Algorithm 3. A high-level description

of the algorithm for finding the K provably best solu-

tions to the MTTA problem is presented in Algorithm 4.

In Step 1, we formulate MIPmodel as the MIP formula-
tion (19a)—(19e). It is important to note that MIPmodel
will be modified throughout the algorithm as other con-

straints are appended to it. Step 2 is not necessary, but

is almost always a good idea since MIP solvers gener-

ally perform better when good incumbent solutions are

already available. The main while loop in Steps 4—10
requires the most computation time. Initially, we find

the kth best solution for k = 1. In general, after find-

ing the kth best optimal solution ŷk, we add a so-called
enumeration cut

nX
j=1:ŷk

j
=1

(1¡ yj)+
nX

j=1:ŷk
j
=0

yj ¸ 1 (20)

to MIPmodel to render the current optimal solution in-
feasible and thus allow us to find the solution cor-

responding to the next best association. Re-solving

MIPmodel in Step 5 starting from the formerly opti-

mal, but now infeasible, solution will yield the next best

provably optimal solution.

ALGORITHM 4 MIPforMTTA(K)
1: Formulate the MIP (19a)—(19e). Call this formula-

tion MIPmodel.
2: Obtain high-quality incumbent solutions by solving

the GNPM problem for the K best bias-assignment

solutions ŷ1, : : : , ŷK using a good heuristic

3: Set numSolnsFound=0
4: while numSolnsFound <K do

5: Call BranchAndCutforMTTA (MIPmodel) for an
optimal assignment ŷ¤ to MIPmodel

6: Update the list of the K best solutions, if possible

7: numSolnsFound++
8: if numSolnsFound<K then

9: Append an enumeration cut to MIPmodel:Pn
j=1:ŷ¤

j
=1(1¡ yj) +

Pn
j=1:ŷ¤

j
=0 yj ¸ 1

10: end if

11: end while

12: return The K best track-to-track association solu-

tions ŷ1, : : : , ŷK

THEOREM 4 (Algorithm 4 is exact) Algorithm 4 finds

the K provably best (globally optimal) solutions to the

MTTA problem (11).

PROOF By induction. Let k = numSolnsFound. When
k = 0, Algorithm 4 calls Algorithm 3 without any

enumeration cuts appended to MIPmodel. By Theo-

rem 4, the solution returned by Algorithm 3 with-

out any enumeration cuts is a provably optimal so-

lution to (19). For the inductive step, assume that at

the start of Step 4 when 0< k < K, the k provably

best associations y1, : : : ,yk have been found and that

MIPmodel includes k enumeration cuts (20) that ren-
der the k best associations infeasible. Since all so-

lutions to the MIP (19a)—(19e) are still feasible to

MIPmodel, except for those whose y-component corre-
sponds to one of the k best associations, the next call

to BranchAndCutforMTTA(MIPmodel) will solve a MIP
over a smaller feasible region and, by using arguments

virtually identical to those given in the proof of Theo-

rem 4, will return a solution whose y-component corre-

sponds to the (k+1)th globally optimal association.

7. PERFORMANCE STUDIES

The purpose of this section is to compare the per-

formance of the two exact algorithms described in the

previous section. It will be shown that the branch-and-

cut algorithm (Approach 2) is vastly superior to the

branch-and-bound method (Approach 1). We will also

see empirical evidence that the K best MTTA solutions

are often a subset of the 3K best GNPM solutions. It

is for this reason, as well as for the arguments given in

Section 4 with the illustrative example, that we do not

specifically evaluate the suitability of the MTTA likeli-

hood function for performing track-to-track association

in comparison to the GNPM likelihood function. The
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TABLE IX

Density Guidelines

Overlap % MMD PCA

[0,2) [0,0:75)

100% [2,4) [0:75,0:95)

[4,1) [0:95,1]

[0,4) [0,0:75)

70% [4,8) [0:75,0:95)

[8,1) [0:95,1]

superiority of one over the other is an open question,

although we contend that the MTTA likelihood function

is more suitable in the case of a one-time handover.

7.1. Instance Generator

For ease of explanation and reproducibility for other

researchers, we present computational results for 3-

dimensional “box” instances of the MTTA problem.

Although numerous experiments involving more real-

istic tracking scenarios in 6 dimensions have been com-

pleted, we believe that the same insights about the algo-

rithms can be gleaned from these contrived instances.

Track states are maintained in a 3-dimensional Carte-

sian reference frame. All covariance matrices are diag-

onal matrices: R= Pi =Qj = I so that Sij = 2I, 8i 2NA,
8j 2NB . The symmetry (i.e., the homogeneity of the co-
variances matrices) of these instances leads to difficul-

ties for the algorithms as they cannot help distinguish

between choosing one track pairing over another. So

while these instances may appear simple, they are actu-

ally more difficult than most instances encountered in

practice in which disparate covariances are typical.

A particular “box” instance is created as follows:

After choosing nA and nB (with nA · nB), nB objects
are created by randomly generating position compo-

nents uniformly in a cube with a given side length and

assigned to sensor B. Next, nA of the nB objects are

identified and assigned to sensor A. The true bias is

drawn randomly from a Gaussian(0,R) distribution and

is added to each track in NA. Finally, each track in NA
and NB receives a random measurement error, drawn

randomly from a Gaussian(0,I) distribution.

The side length of the cube from which the position

estimates of the tracks are randomly drawn influences

the track scene density, i.e., how closely spaced the ob-

jects are to one another. In general, the more closely

spaced are the tracks, the more difficult it is to cor-

rectly associate tracks (with respect to truth) and the

more computational effort is required to find provably

optimal solutions. While many metrics could be used to

gauge scene density, one that has been used in a num-

ber of studies is the minimum Mahalanobis positional

distance (MMD) computed over all tracks in each track

set. It is a unitless metric sometimes referred to as the

minimum nearest neighbor distance. Based on several

computational studies, e.g., [25], [23], [7], Table IX was

TABLE X

3D Cube Side Lengths

Density

nB High Medium Low

5 5.26 10.51 15.77

6 6.10 12.20 18.29

7 6.89 13.79 20.68

8 7.65 15.29 22.94

9 8.36 16.72 25.08

10 9.06 18.11 27.17

11 9.72 19.44 29.16

12 10.37 20.73 31.10

13 10.99 21.98 32.97

14 11.61 23.22 34.83

15 12.20 24.39 36.59

constructed to provide rough guidelines regarding the

difficulty to correctly associate tracks in terms of the

probability of correct association (PCA), defined to be

the fraction of the nA sensor A tracks that the association

algorithm correctly associates based on truth. For exam-

ple, when nA = nB (100% overlap between the two track

sets) and the MMD is less than 2, Table IX indicates that

PCA is, on average, less than 0.75. Similar guidelines

are given for an overlap of 70%, meaning nA = 0:7nB .

Using the above density guidelines, we evaluated the

performance of our algorithms at three different scene

densities: low, medium, and high. A high density scene

corresponds to a MMD in the interval [1,2), a medium

density in [2:5,3:5], and a low density in [4,5]. For low,

medium, and high densities, we expected and confirmed

that the average PCA was at least 0.95, between 0.75

and 0.95, and less than 0.75, respectively. To generate

instances with these densities, we generated nB points

from a cube with the side length given in Table X.

These parameters were computed through simulation

and yield, on average, a MMD in the desired interval.

If the MMD did not fall within the desired interval,

this instance was discarded and new instances were

generated until the MMD fell within the desired interval.

7.2. Computational Results

All computations were carried out on a Linux ma-

chine with kernel 2.6.18 running on a 64-bit x86 pro-

cessor and 32GB of RAM. For every choice of param-

eter settings tested, 100 Monte Carlo experiments were

performed. Both algorithms were implemented in Java

and the MIP solver of CPLEX 11.2 [13] was used for

the branch-and-cut algorithm. A solution was declared

optimal if the relative optimality gap (z¤ ¡ zLB)=z¤ was
at most 0.0001, where z¤ is the value of the current best
solution, and zLB is a lower bound on the value of the

MTTA problem. At the start of each exact algorithm, we

employed the “All-Pairs” heuristic proposed in [5] to

obtain K near-optimal solutions to the GNPM problem.

While there are many heuristics available, we chose the
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TABLE XI

Branch-and-Bound CPU Times (seconds)

# Tracks Density

nA nB Low Medium High

5 5 1.6981 1.8756 2.3923

6 6 16.5326 19.6353 25.1325

7 7 123.4889 131.6625 213.7652

8 8 287.4124 294.4444 –

9 9 – – –

10 10 – – –

5 10 60.7861 69.8828 87.3136

6 11 142.4322 155.6128 –

7 12 259.7773 274.3616 –

8 13 – – –

9 14 – – –

10 15 – – –

“All-Pairs” heuristic for its simplicity and determinis-

tic behavior. As will be explained in Fig. 5, we have

empirical evidence that the GNPM likelihood function

closely approximates the MTTA likelihood function (at

least in the region of optimal solutions), and so the K

near-optimal GNPM solutions returned by the heuristic

are near-optimal for the MTTA problem. This is good

news since it means that good heuristics already exist

and new heuristics do not need to be developed. Since

the heuristic is typically able to find a subset of the K

best solutions, most of the effort carried out by the exact

algorithms is in proving that these solutions are, indeed,

optimal.

Tables XI and XII show the average solution times

in seconds needed for the branch-and-bound and the

branch-and-cut algorithms, respectively, to identify the

K = 10 provably best solutions for various track sizes

and scene densities. A dash (–) in the table means that,

on average, an algorithm did not terminate within a five

minute time limit. Even after significant experimenta-

tion with different parameter settings, the branch-and-

bound method is vastly inferior to the branch-and-cut

algorithm. Indeed, the branch-and-bound method can-

not solve instances with more than 8 tracks in each set

in under five minutes. Meanwhile, for low and medium

scene densities, the branch-and-cut algorithm performs

remarkably well with average solution times under five

seconds. The standard deviation in solution time was

also under a second for each parameter setting.

Although the solution times for the high density

track scenes may appear discouraging, empirically we

have observed that any association algorithm optimizing

with respect to the GNPM or MTTA likelihood function

will have a low PCA at such a high density. In fact,

these track scenes are so congested that one is likely to

question the fidelity of the tracks that were formed, i.e.,

the observation-to-track assignments that were made to

produce the tracks are likely to be flawed. In light of

this caveat, the solution times presented for the high

density track scenes should be considered a “stress test”

TABLE XII

Branch-and-Cut CPU Times (seconds)

# Tracks Density

nA nB Low Medium High

5 5 0.3599 0.4417 1.4738

6 6 0.4976 0.6367 1.5398

7 7 0.6778 0.7988 4.0195

8 8 0.9395 1.1405 7.1438

9 9 1.1608 1.4496 10.3954

10 10 1.5551 1.8486 23.5589

11 11 1.9391 2.2815 29.5981

12 12 2.6192 2.7251 31.3729

13 13 3.2803 3.3583 56.5361

14 14 4.1458 4.2619 74.1426

15 15 4.4676 4.8745 78.0808

5 10 0.4654 0.5369 1.5663

6 11 0.6787 0.7290 2.9092

7 12 0.8933 0.9331 4.2180

8 13 1.1667 1.2309 6.4942

9 14 1.5173 1.5502 10.0925

10 15 1.9460 1.9844 12.3069

for the algorithm under extreme conditions. And if these

conditions are encountered in practice, then one might

verify that the track states and covariances are valid.

We attribute this marked discrepancy in performance

between the two algorithms to two facts. First, in the

branch-and-bound method, the QAP relaxations at shal-

low depths in the search tree are poor and do not permit

early pruning, which leads to many nodes being ex-

panded early in the search. Second, once the bounds do

become useful for pruning, one still has to solve a small

QAP, which may require roughly a second of compu-

tation time. Coupling these two facts, we see that many

small QAPs, each requiring a small, but non-negligible

amount of time, quickly adds up. On the other hand,

the branch-and-cut method fully exploits the power and

efficiencies that are now standard in MIP solvers, which

leads to impressive computation times.

Another interesting question is: How well does the

branch-and-cut algorithm scale as the user requests

more and more provably optimal solutions, i.e., as the

parameter K increases? Fig. 4 illustrates that, for various

track sizes with a medium scene density, the algorithm

scales almost linearly in K.

Fig. 5 shows the approximate number of provably

optimal GNPM solutions that must be generated in order

to ensure, with a high probability, that the K provably

best solutions are obtained. From a theoretical perspec-

tive, this figure shows the close relationship between the

GNPM and MTTA likelihood functions. From a prac-

tical perspective, this figure is important because it in-

dicates that a user who does not wish to implement the

branch-and-cut method, or any other exact algorithm for

that matter, but who already has access to a good heuris-

tic for the GNPM problem, can use the existing heuristic

to generate optimal or near-optimal solutions with high
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Fig. 4. Solution time (seconds) as a function of K .

Fig. 5. Number of GNPM solutions needed.

confidence. Indeed, after choosing the number K of op-

timal MTTA solutions desired on the x-axis, the user

can get a rough sense of the number of GNPM solutions

that should be generated in order to be confident that the

K best MTTA solutions have been found. Specifically,

for a given choice of K, Fig. 5 shows the mean num-

ber (plus three standard deviations) of provably optimal

GNPM solutions needed to obtain the K provably best

MTTA solutions. Ideally, the K best MTTA hypotheses

would coincide with the K best GNPM hypotheses in

which case the fast multistart local search heuristics that

are already available for the GNPM problem could be

used for the MTTA problem without any loss of opti-

mality. In this ideal setting, we would obtain the thick

black line emanating from the origin. Unfortunately,

the best hypotheses for the different likelihood function

generally do not move in lock step.

Although we only present results up to the 10 best

solutions, we have found that this pattern continues.

Thus, we suggest that if a user wishes to obtain the

K best MTTA solutions with high confidence without

implementing one of our exact algorithms, he should

find the 3K best GNPM solutions to achieve this goal.

At various times, we have used the superlative “re-

markable” to describe the branch-and-cut algorithm. We

close this section to explain why we believe the re-

sults for the branch-and-cut algorithm are so impres-

sive. First, operational requirements for most associa-

tion algorithms typically allow at most a few seconds

of computation time. Thus, having the ability to return

provably optimal solutions in such a small time window

is a desirable feature. Second, since many heuristics for

the GNPM problem require one- or two-tenths of a sec-

ond to return a number of near optimal solutions, it

appears that the increase in computation time to iden-

tify provably optimal solutions is roughly an order of

magnitude. Given that the increase in solution time to

find a single provably optimal solution over a heuristic

solution is often several orders of magnitude for many

difficult 0-1 optimization problems, having an order of

magnitude increase is good news.

8. CONCLUSIONS

The primary goal of this paper was to introduce a

marginal track-to-track association likelihood function

for track ambiguity management, which takes into ac-

count all of the major issues considered by other popular

association likelihood functions, but is more suitable for

system-level track ambiguity management, especially

for a one-time handover. We described how pairwise

track-to-track likelihoods could be constructed to quan-

tify the confidence in pairing two tracks together. Our fi-

nal contribution was the introduction of two exact algo-

rithms that can solve a track-to-track association prob-

lem using the likelihood function that we introduced.

The second approach, which exploits well-known re-

sults from submodular function minimization, performs

quite well.

As there is on-going effort to develop efficient and

robust algorithms for performing track-to-track associ-

ation between more than two sensors, we believe that

understanding the possible types of information that can

be extracted when only two sensors are participating and

the shortcomings of the related algorithms to obtain this

data are crucial when considering more complex multi-

sensor problems. In addition, since data association is

a low level step in the data fusion process, improving

metrics and algorithms for track correlation can have a

significant impact on system performance.
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